
TELLING YOUR STORY IN PAPER
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“James Cropper’s Tailor Made service is aimed at 

brand owners and packaging designers that want 

truly unique materials to help them stand out. 

Tailor Made allows you to indulge your wildest 

creative impulses - any colour, texture, weight,  

feel or technical parameter is possible, backed up  

by our unparalleled production capabilities,  

170 years of paper-making know-how  

and undying thirst for innovation.

Despite the overwhelming possibilities, you’ll  

find the process remarkably simple. Tailor Made  

is simpler and quicker than you might think and  

we are able to meet very broad volume needs - 

from single projects to global requirements.” 

MARK CROPPER, CHAIRMAN



REACH OUT INTO THE 
LIVES OF CONSUMERS

Have you discovered the real 

potential of bespoke paper? 

Bespoke papermaking goes 

further than colour and quality. 

It’s an opportunity to harness 

the real magic of product 

packaging - to create an 

experience that’s unique 

to your brand and relished 

by your consumers. It’s about 

discovering new and innovative 

ways to add value with raw 

materials, colour, texture, finish 

and technical performance. 

We think you’ll be surprised at 

the opportunities you find when 

you visit our mill or speak 

to our dedicated experts. 

Combining our world-leading 

skills in papermaking, 

colour-matching and bespoke 

converting processes - such 

as embossing, laminating and 

coating - we give paper an 

extensive range of retail 

applications. Across rigid boxes 

and striking retail displays, luxury 

packaging and uniquely beautiful 

bags, the use of bespoke paper 

opens up new creative 

possibilities for our 

global clients.
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FORGET WHAT YOU 
KNOW ABOUT PAPER 

“The key to harnessing our bespoke service is to forget what you’ve done before. 

Forget that last project, forget about paper for a minute. Think about the 

experience you want your customer to have. You imagine, we create.”

SUSAN WILSON, GLOBAL PACKAGING DIRECTOR

Since 1845 we have redefined the art 

of papermaking to go above and beyond 

the capabilities of any other mill. So put your 

expectations aside, take a step back and challenge 

us with the unique story you want to tell. 

It might start with a simple reference material: 

your product, a swatch of fabric, a natural 

source of inspiration, or maybe something 

that jumped out at you on your way 

to the mill. 

It might start with a list of technical 

requirements - what are the practical 

challenges you need to overcome? 

How can we add value to your 

packaging in the real world?
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The beauty of paper is 

its fundamental simplicity. 

It all starts with pulp, water, 

heat and air. Over 170 years 

we’ve become experts in fibre, 

discovering new capabilities, 

new strengths and almost 

endless creative potential.

OWN YOUR STORY RIGHT 
BACK TO THE TREE

Every bespoke project starts with the selection 

of raw materials. By understanding the varying 

qualities of pulp from different trees, 

we are able to meet specific requirements  

in terms of strength, bulk, opacity, texture, 

and of course, colour performance. 

By purchasing our wood pulp from sustainably 

managed forests, certified to FSC® or PEFC® 

standards, we enable you to stand by your 

environmental commitment. You might even 

choose to use post-consumer waste and 

reclaimed fibre from our unique facility 

as part of your custom blend. 

We have access to an unrivalled portfolio 

of fibres and use our experience to select 

the right raw materials for your project. 

We call this developing your ‘grade’.

TO UNDERSTAND 
THE MAGIC, 
START AT 
THE SOURCE
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WELCOME 
TO THE 
COLOUR 
LAB

MARK STARRS, 
MASTER COLOUR BLENDER

“Colour has so many different 

dimensions. It behaves differently 

in different environments and  

under different conditions. 

You have to study it like 

a scientist observing behaviour  

– learn its patterns and variations 

– then you can harness its incredible 

power over people.”

Naturally, pulp and fibres are one part of your paper 

making story. However, we can also include 

additional materials for texture, integrity or a unique 

visual effect. Further options include impregnating 

the paper with synthetic ingredients to enhance its 

technical performance, for example to make it water 

or grease resistant or to improve flexibility or drape.

We call this ‘developing your bespoke furnish’, in 

order to achieve a paper quality that is right for your 

end use. The possibilities are endless and go hand 

in hand with all the other processes like developing 

your unique colour or adding value through further 

paper converting.
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IT’S ALL IN THE MIX



Meet the Master Colour Blender

“I’ve been doing this job for 23 

years and no two days are ever 

the same. I find colour exciting. 

The value it holds for brands. 

The way people perceive it - 

the way it can influence decisions 

and create emotion. The way 

it responds to its environment 

and appears differently in 

different conditions. 

It’s only because of our 

experience that we’re able to 

control all these factors to create 

powerful, consistent colour 

results on any scale. I work 

directly with clients because 

they care so deeply about 

colour. You can imagine 

how rewarding it is to create 

something they previously 

thought was impossible.

Our colour lab is exactly that - 

a scientific laboratory. 

The knowledge we hold 

here is quite incredible and so 

unrivalled that we have to set 

our own standards for training 

and innovation. But despite the 

scientific data, it’s the people 

who make the difference.

My team and I constantly test 

our vision for example, to ensure 

our colour judgement is second 

to none. The human eye, when 

performing to exacting 

standards, not only speeds up 

the development process for our 

clients - it is a vital test of colour 

consistency. “

The Subtleties of Shade 

“Colour can come from dye or pigment, or a careful 

combination of both. Dyes and pigments have very 

different qualities - mastering these enables us to 

achieve both perfect shade and perfect performance 

in end use. 

Dyes are made from a variety of naturally occurring 

minerals and chemicals, as well as some inorganic 

compounds. Our portfolio of dyes can enable 

particularly good lightfastness with minimal rub 

- an important factor in many end uses. 

Smart use of dyes can also reduce metamerism - 

the extraordinary occurrence when colour appears 

differently under different light sources. 

This consideration is important for global consistency.

Pigments behave differently to dyes. They are micro 

particles used in suspension that when fixed to pulp 

fibres, enable us to achieve very deep, rich or bright 

shades - generally with excellent lightfastness 

and zero bleed. 

The careful selection of dyes or pigments, 

or blending of the two, is a fine art and a vital 

part of our colour creation process.”

COLOUR COMES TO LIFE WITH 
SCIENCE, SKILL AND PASSION
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WHEN COLOUR COMES 
TO LIFE FOR THE FIRST TIME

It’s magical when your colour comes to 

life for the first time. The process we use 

to create that first ‘lab match’ sheet has 

been perfected over generations. But it’s 

only the first step in a careful process 

which controls the quality and consistency 

of your colour throughout large-scale 

production to finished stock.
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COLOUR CONSISTENCY: 
ART MEETS SCIENCE

Colour lives and breathes in its environment, 

responding to different sources of light. 

The colour you see in an office environment, 

is different in a retail environment and different 

again when viewed in daylight. 

That’s why colour-matching means more than 

matching a shade. It means testing that shade  

in the conditions for which your paper is intended 

- whether that’s under retail lighting, outdoors 

or on the other side of the world. 

We do this by testing colour under carefully 

reconstructed situations, to ensure the result 

is perfect in end use.

“Metamerism is 

the extraordinary 

occurrence when 

colours change when 

viewed in different  

light sources. For true 

consistency, we test the 

way colour will be 

perceived in its end use 

environment, not just 

the shade you see on 

your desk.”
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REDEFINING PAPER - 
CREATIVITY BEYOND COLOUR

The James Cropper Tailor Made service goes 

beyond what you might expect from a paper 

mill. We are the only globally supplying mill 

to offer both papermaking and converting 

expertise under one roof.  We can develop 

almost any texture, finish and creative effect 

using a wide range of processes, 

enabling you to create the product 

you want with one expert team.   

Perhaps you want to create a unique 

embossed pattern that will become 

synonymous with your brand? 

Perhaps you want your paper to feel like 

suede, look like leather or shimmer like silk? 

Maybe you want to create a paper that feels 

nothing like paper at all.

With James Cropper Tailor Made, you can. 
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“People often think of converting 

as a separate service to papermaking, 

with a complicated supply chain 

with limited possibilities. 

At James Cropper, converting goes 

hand in hand with papermaking. 

Over decades we’ve worked as 

a team to give our clients endless 

choice with new treatments, 

manufacturing processes and 

design innovations - and we 

develop new possibilities 

every day. 

Whether it’s bespoke embossing, 

laminating for effect or varnishing 

for technical performance, 

we are driven by the creativity 

of our clients and we embrace 

every challenge.”

GEOFF LEECH,  

GLOBAL SALES DIRECTOR

EXPERT IN CONVERTING



THE POWER OF 
TRANSFORMATION
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Our in-house converting processes add a whole new dimension to 

papermaking. Here we focus on texture, appearance and effects that 

can be created by working with the finished paper. 

We can emboss, duplex, film laminate or coat paper to create unique 

effects and textures quite unlike anything you’d get from print.



IT MEANS 
SOMETHING 
WHEN THE 
MAGIC LASTS

We go to great lengths to prove your paper’s lasting integrity. 

After all, it will represent your brand. 

This starts with the selection of raw materials, ensuring the right 

paper grade, and the right use of pigments or dyes, to support your 

technical requirements. It continues with the possibilities presented 

by converting processes - from waterproofing to grease resistance 

- the many ways we can manipulate paper’s look, feel, sound 

and performance with surprising effect.

We’re never satisfied until we know your paper will stand the 

test of the real world environment.
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“As part of our quality control, we rigorously test colourfastness, 

rub and bleed. We can replicate the effects of years of sunlight 

to control fading and to ensure lasting quality for our customers.”

KATH BOWNESS, LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
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From 184 shades of black to 62 shades of white 

- and everything in between - each one tells a different story. 

Some people find that hard to imagine. But every product  

has its own colour, holds different chemistry, texture and finish  

- all tailor made to bring your imagination to life. 

WE DEVELOP OVER 
1000 BESPOKE 
PAPERS IN A YEAR
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WHAT WILL 
YOUR STORY BE?

James Cropper Tailor Made opens up so many possibilities 

and we can make the process simple.

If you have an idea but you haven’t seen it done before or maybe 

you simply want to understand more about how we can add value 

to your brand packaging please come and speak to us.

We would love the opportunity to inspire you with a visit to 

our mill in the beautiful Lake District in the north of England. 

Our team of experts is looking forward to working with you 

directly and to share their expertise and skill to help write the 

next chapter of your brand story.

Get in touch at tailormade@cropper.com
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